
 

MARKET COMMENTARY MONDAY, DECEMER 4, 2017 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

TPS 614 – December Newsletter and Target Prices Posted 
Keeping Stocks Safe – Buckingham on CNBC 
Staying the Course – Volatility is Normal; Economy is Strong; Corporate Profits are Healthy; 
Sentiment is Not Ebullient 
Historical Perspective – Markets Have Thrived Despite Plenty of Scary Events 
Wharton’s Finest – Jeremy Siegel on CNBC 
Hand-Holding – Wall Street Types Might Need it More than Those on Main Street 
Another Terrific Week – ABC News Oops 
Tax Legislation Passes the Senate – 32 High-Tax-Paying TPS Faves 
Company News – Updates on TNP & KR 
 
Market Review 

Though your Editor was on December newsletter deadline on Friday (TPS 614 and our updated 
Target Price listings have been posted to theprudentspeculator.com), it was too hard to pass up 
an opportunity to appear on CNBC Television that afternoon to provide perspective on: 
“Keeping stocks safe in light of the market slide.” 

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/12/01/how-to-invest-at-market-highs.html 

The invitation was made shortly after the Dow Jones Industrial Average had plunged 350 points 
in the wake of the “bombshell” ABC News report that former National Security Director Michael 
Flynn, per a CNBC story, “was prepared to testify that he made overtures to the Russian 
ambassador at President Trump’s behest while the heated presidential contest was underway.” 

My notes to the producers included the observation that market gyrations are hardly unusual, 
even as index volatility has been very subdued of late… 

 

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/12/01/how-to-invest-at-market-highs.html


 

…while economic data has been strong (New York Fed President William Dudley said on 
Friday, “Not only do I think the economy’s in good shape today, I think the economic expansion 
if going to continue for some time”),… 

 

…corporate profits (even without any tax relief) are very healthy,… 

 

…and investor sentiment is hardly ebullient. 



 

 

We trust that our readers stayed calm, perhaps comforted by our repeated reminders that the 
equity markets have survived, and ultimately thrived, following far worse news (note the 3,747% 
price increase, which does not include dividends or the impact of dividends reinvested, in the 
S&P 500 since the Nixon Resignation)… 

 

…not to mention plenty of arguably traumatic events (note the 23% price gain of the S&P 500 
since the Trump Victory) during the sensational move up since the March 2009 lows,… 



 

 

…or, if they were CNBC watchers, comments from our favorite Wharton Professor Jeremy 
Siegel that the stock market would actually prefer a President Michael Pence… 

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/12/01/professor-jeremy-siegel-stock-market-prefers-
president-michael-pence.html 

In reality, it would seem that it was probably folks on Wall Street, including a CNBC anchor or 
two, who could have used the hand-holding. After all, The Wall Street Journal in its market 
summary story on Saturday offered this quote to explain the selling from a director of ETF 
trading at a brokerage house, “People are just trying to protect themselves right now,” while a 
chief investment officer at an asset manager confessed to selling stocks Friday morning after 
seeing the reports about Mr. Flynn, proclaiming, “Everyone was wondering what will stop the 
rally. Well this is it.” Alas, days like Friday are why so few are able to keep up with, much less 
beat, the major market averages. 

 

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/12/01/professor-jeremy-siegel-stock-market-prefers-president-michael-pence.html
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/12/01/professor-jeremy-siegel-stock-market-prefers-president-michael-pence.html


 

Obviously, the progress on tax reform legislation (which was subsequently passed in the Senate 
early Saturday morning) helped to quell the sell-off… 

 

…while perhaps some folks got early wind that ABC News would have to “clarify” and then 
“correct” and then suspend the reporter in regard to its Flynn story as the supposed Trump 
Campaign wrong-doing came after, and not before, the November election. 

Happily, when all was said and done, stocks posted another terrific week, with the S&P 500 
showing a total return of 1.60% and the Russell 3000 index gaining 1.50%. Even better, the 
Russell 3000 Value index advanced 2.63%, versus a 0.42% increase for the Russell 3000 
Growth index, with the former no doubt boosted by the higher-tax payers that populate that 
benchmark. 

 



 

No doubt, there will be some additional Target Price upgrades as we gain a better handle on the 
impact of the tax legislation, but we know that there are plenty of smart folks in the finance and 
accounting offices across Corporate America, so we doubt that our low-tax payers will see much 
hardship, especially as some will benefit from repatriation of profits/cash held overseas, 
meaning that we don’t anticipate a lot of changes to our portfolios in the weeks and months 
ahead. 

We certainly do not mean to sound cavalier about the swirling news out of Washington, and we 
realize that big downturns can happen quickly (as was the case on Friday morning), but we see 
no reason to alter our optimistic outlook for the long-term prospects of our undervalued stocks. 
Sooner or later, we will see a significant turn downward, as declines are a normal part of the 
investment process, but those who have been able to stay unemotional and disciplined, have 
nearly always been rewarded for their patience in keeping the faith during the inevitable scary 
periods. 

 

 

Stock Updates  

Jason Clark and Chris Quigley update five of our stocks that were in the news last week… 

Shares of Deere & Co. (DE – $145.50) rose more than 7% last week after the agriculture, construction, 

forestry and commercial/consumer equipment maker reported fiscal Q4 results that exceeded 

consensus analyst estimates. Revenue for the period of $7.1 billion was above expectations of $6.9 

billion and Deere reported adjusted EPS of $1.57, which was some 7% above forecasts of $1.47. 

“Our performance was helped by improving markets for farm and construction equipment and also by 

our ongoing success establishing a broad-based product portfolio and a flexible cost structure,” said 

Deere spokesperson Josh Jepsen. “Deere has remained well positioned not only to serve its present 

customers but also to make investments needed to drive growth and attract even more customers in 

the future.” 



 

Mr. Jepsen offered some details on the operating environment for Deere: “Despite increasing global 

demand, global grain and oil seed stock to use ratios are forecast to remain at elevated but generally 

unchanged levels in 2017/2018 as an abundant crop are mostly offset by strong demand around the 

world. Chinese grain and oil seed stocks remain high heading into 2018 after more than 10 years of 

supply, which includes domestic production plus imports outpacing demand. Chinese grain still 

represents almost half of the world's stocks, and considering these stocks are unlikely to be exported, 

the world market remains sensitive to production setbacks or disruptions. World cotton stocks to use 

ratio has now fallen for a second consecutive season and to the lowest level in five seasons, reflecting 

stronger global demand.” 

Worldwide, Deere is forecasting 9% growth in Ag & Turf Equipment, including a two percent benefit 

from currency translation. In the U.S., Deere expects "significant growth" to be driven by smaller Ag & 

Turf products, due in part to new product launches in 2018. For the entire company, DE expects net 

sales to be up 22% in fiscal 2018, with an adjusted operating profit of $3.51 billion (an improvement of 

$900 million compared to 2017). 

We are pleased to see the pick-up in sales for Deere, and we remain optimistic about the long-term 

potential of global agriculture in general, as the decline of global arable land and population growth 

should force farmers to be more productive and should continue to drive demand for more efficient 

farming. With this in mind, we have again bumped up our Target Price to $156, though we respect that 

the shares have run a long way (up 41%) this year. Still, we continue to like all of the cash that has been 

returned to shareholders through the years and that during the cyclically lean times Deere did a solid job 

of restructuring and putting effective cost control measures in place. DE shares currently sport a 

dividend yield of 1.6%. 

Health care equipment developer and manufacturer Medtronic (MDT – $83.25) reported adjusted 

earnings per share of $1.07 in fiscal Q2 2018 (vs. $1.02 est.). Sales were $7.05 billion, which was in line 

with consensus analyst estimates. Despite the unexpected impact of hurricane damages to its 

manufacturing facilities, MDT turned in a solid quarter that impressed investors, who pushed shares up 

5% last week. Adjusted constant-currency quarterly revenue grew 4%, fueled by structural heart and 

neurovascular and partially offset by softness in pain therapies and spine. 



 

 

“Our second quarter financial results are very encouraging, when considered in the context of a quarter 

in which we faced three hurricanes and the California wildfires. Hurricane Maria, in particular, 

significantly affected our manufacturing operations in Puerto Rico,” said MDT CEO Omar Ishrak. “Against 

this backdrop, we delivered a sequential acceleration in our organic revenue growth, as expected.” 

For all of fiscal year 2018, the company continues to expect comparable constant currency revenue 

growth in the range of 4% to 5%, with diluted adjusted EPS growth in the range of 9% to 10% (versus last 

fiscal year’s $4.37 per share). “We are seeing increased revenue momentum from several important 

new product launches, which we expect to continue into the second half of the fiscal year,” said Mr. 

Ishrak. “The combination of our growth, momentum, business and geographic diversification, as well as 

our scale in markets around the world contribute to our goal of delivering increasingly consistent and 

dependable results for our shareholders.” 

We continue to be fans of Medtronic’s diverse portfolio, and while certain product lines wane, the 

company seems to be able to keep rolling out new products that help offset slowdowns and enable 

growth. Its current pipeline includes treatments for atrial fibrillation, aortic stenosis and various 

neurological disorders. Relative to its peer group, we see MDT as attractively valued, and note that 

shares carry a current dividend yield of 2.2%. Our Target Price has been raised to $99. 

Following better-than-expected Q2 performance, specialty branded footwear retailer DSW Inc. (DSW - 

$20.59) turned in a subpar fiscal 2018 Q3 that was materially impacted by the hurricanes that hit Texas 

and Florida. In response, investors bailed on the stock, sending the shares down more than 7% on the 

week. The company posted revenue of $708.3 million, versus estimates of $709.1 million, while adjusted 

EPS for the period was $0.45, trailing consensus analyst estimates by 15%. 

DSW CEO Roger Rawlins commented, “Much of our core business performed in-line with expectations 

this quarter, despite an unusually severe hurricane season which impacted comps and earnings. 

Additionally, cold weather related product struggled to gain the traction we had anticipated; however, 



 

tight inventory management protected our bottom line from excessive markdowns and we ended the 

quarter with inventories below last year. Our business model remains healthy, generating strong cash 

flow which allows us to invest in both organic and non-organic growth. We activated new customers, 

accelerated digital demand and continued to deliver concrete progress in many of our strategic 

priorities, such as our Power Stores, our new Lab Store and the expansion of DSW kids. Additionally, we 

are starting to test several new services with our new Rewards VIP program that will further 

differentiate the DSW brand.” 

Given the impact of Q3, management moved its full year outlook for adjusted earnings down to a range 

of $1.40 to $1.45, from a range of $1.45 to $1.55 per diluted share. While the lowered guidance is 

obviously disappointing and we understand that brick-and-mortar retail continues to face some stiff 

operating headwinds from numerous directions, including titans Amazon and Wal-Mart, we continue to 

think DSW is undervalued. The shares trade for just 13 times NTM earnings estimates, while yielding 

3.9%, and we think the company has been making progress and taking necessary steps to strengthen its 

omni-channel business strategy. We still believe the DSW has an opportunity to take market share in the 

fragmented footwear market and we like that management has been buying back stock, acquiring 0.5 

million shares for $9.4 million last quarter, with $524 million remaining on its current repurchase 

program. Since 2013, DSW has returned over $600 million in dividends and share repurchases. Our 

Target Price remains $28. 

Lowe’s (LOW - $79.24) is the second-largest home improvement retailer in the United States, 

distributing building materials, construction supplies and home products to professionals and DIY-ers via 

1,820 stores in the U.S., 300 stores in Canada and 10 stores in Mexico. The company earned $1.05 per 

share (vs. $1.02 est.) on revenue of $16.8 billion (vs. $16.57 billion est.) in fiscal Q3 2018, with a gross 

margin of 34.1%. 

CEO Robert Niblock said, “We delivered comparable sales growth of 5.7%, driven by a 4.8% increase in 

comp average ticket and transaction growth of 0.9%. Hurricane-related sales contributed 140 basis 

points to comp growth. Our U.S. home improvement comp was 5.1%, with positive comps in all regions 

and all product categories. Lumber and building materials led product category growth with double-digit 

comps, driven by Pro demand, hurricane prep and cleanup and inflation. Appliances also posted double-

digit comps, supported by our best-in-class omni-channel offering, and we achieved above-average 

comps in rough plumbing and electrical.” 

Mr. Niblock continued, “Internationally, we delivered strong performance, including high single-digit 

comps in Canada and double-digit comp growth in Mexico in local currency. We made further progress 

with the integration of RONA, continuing our roll-out of appliances, converting our second RONA big-

box store to a Lowe's branded store and continue to drive growth with our e-commerce platform. We're 

excited with the momentum in the business and believe we are well-positioned for continued success in 

Canada.” 

Mr. Niblock offered thoughts on the economic landscape, “The home improvement industry remains 

poised to see solid growth, with job and income gains supporting consumer spending. We believe that 



 

revolving credit usage will continue to supplement spending power generated by stronger incomes. 

Housing is also expected to remain a bright spot. Household formation improvement this year is 

encouraging, and home price appreciation should continue as housing demand outpaces supply, 

encouraging homeowners to engage in discretionary projects, in addition to ongoing maintenance and 

repair spending.” 

 

Management expects revenue growth around 5% with full-year earnings per share between $4.20 and 

$4.30, matching the previously issued guidance. We think that a favorable macroeconomic backdrop 

should continue to bolster the home improvement industry, Lowe’s included, for the foreseeable future. 

Though the debate over tax reform is not over in Washington, we think that Lowe’s would stand to 

benefit from a reduction in corporate tax rates, considering that the trailing-12-month tax rate for the 

company is 37.1%. LOW trades at 16 times forward EPS estimates with a yield of 2.1%. Our Target Price 

is unchanged at $113. 

Since our Market Commentary on November 13, more details have emerged related to the now-

confirmed merger between Marvell Technology Group (MRVL – $23.80) and Cavium, a designer of 

semiconductor processors that enable intelligent networking, communications and security applications. 

Shares of MRVL have rocketed almost 30% higher since The Wall Street Journal broke the news on 

November 3, pushing past our original published Target Price of $20 and our revised Target Price of $22. 

Marvell announced via press release on November 20, “Marvell will acquire all outstanding shares of 

Cavium common stock in exchange for consideration of $40.00 per share in cash and 2.1757 Marvell 

common shares for each Cavium share. Upon completion of the transaction, Marvell will become a 

leader in infrastructure solutions with approximately $3.4 billion in annual revenue.” 

The press release continued, “The transaction combines Marvell's portfolio of leading HDD and SSD 

storage controllers, networking solutions and high-performance wireless connectivity products with 

Cavium's portfolio of leading multi-core processing, networking communications, storage connectivity 



 

and security solutions. The combined product portfolios provide the scale and breadth to deliver 

comprehensive end-to-end solutions for customers across the cloud data center, enterprise and service 

provider markets, and expands Marvell's serviceable addressable market to more than $16 billion. This 

transaction also creates an R&D innovation engine to accelerate product development, positioning the 

company to meet today's massive and growing demand for data storage, heterogeneous computing and 

high-speed connectivity.” 

“This is an exciting combination of two very complementary companies that together equal more than 

the sum of their parts,” said Marvell CEO Matt Murphy. “This combination expands and diversifies our 

revenue base and end markets, and enables us to deliver a broader set of differentiated solutions to our 

customers. Syed Ali has built an outstanding company, and I'm excited that he is joining the Board. I'm 

equally excited that Cavium's Co-founder Raghib Hussain and Vice President of IC Engineering Anil Jain 

will also join my senior leadership team. Together, we all will be able to deliver immediate and long-

term value to our customers, employees and shareholders.” 

While the transaction requires MRVL to take on $1.75 billion of debt, we think that the balance sheet hit 

is justified, given the diversification Cavium offers. With Marvell estimating to see $150 million to $175 

million of synergies per year within 18 months of the transaction closing, and ‘significant’ accretion for 

revenue, growth, margins and adjusted EPS, we have raised our Target Price yet again, this time to $25. 

FOR INFORMATION ON PRIVATE CLIENT MANAGED ACCOUNTS PLEASE CALL 512-354-7041 OR E-MAIL 

CCREED@AFAMCAPITAL.COM 

 


